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Topic 10 -Renewable and Nonrenewable Energy and 
Mineral Resources 
Introduction 

The authority to manage and regulate the exploration and development of mineral and energy resources 

within National Forest System lands is jointly shared between the Secretary of Agriculture and the 

Secretary of the Interior. The administration of the mining laws and the mineral leasing acts is primarily 

the responsibility of the Bureau of land Management (BLM), Department of the Interior.  Certain mineral 

leasing acts require the consent of the Secretary of Agriculture and are subject to such conditions 

prescribed to ensure the adequate utilization of the lands for the purposes for which they were acquired 

or are being administered.   

 

Known mineral resources on the Manti-La Sal National Forest (Forest) include locatable, leasable, and 

salable minerals (mineral materials).  Locatable minerals are minerals that may be located with a mining 

claim and developed under the General Mining Law of 1872 (17. Stat. 92; 30 U.S.C. 28) as amended.  

Locatable minerals include such minerals as precious metals (gold, silver, platinum, etc.), base metals 

(iron, copper, lead, zinc, manganese, etc.), strategic minerals (uranium, minerals containing rare earth 

elements, etc.), precious gems, gypsum, bentonite, and high quality limestone.  Through a Memorandum 

of Understanding with the BLM, the Forest Service administers most aspects of operation under the 

General Mining Law of 1872 on National Forest System lands.  The Multiple Use Mining Act of 1955 

authorizes the Forest Service to restrict mining operations on National Forest System lands to only those 

uses reasonably incident to mining and in a manner that minimizes adverse environmental impacts.  

Additionally, under the regulations in 36 CFR 228, the Forest Service approves exploration and mine 

operating plans and administers those operations to ensure protection and reclamation of affected 

surface resources.  The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as amended provides that deposits of laterally 

extensive minerals such as coal, oil, gas, oil shale, tar sands, geothermal resources, and potash can be 

acquired through competitive leasing systems.  The mineral leasing laws provide for the Forest Service to 

protect surface resources through the application of lease stipulations.  The Materials Act of 1947 and the 

Mining Act of July 23, 1955 provide for the disposal of mineral materials (also known as common variety 

minerals or salable minerals) through bidding, negotiated contracts, and free use.  The Mining Act gave 

the Secretary of Agriculture the authority to dispose of these materials.        

 

Most mineral exploration on the Forest is conducted for coal, oil, and gas (leasable minerals).  Lesser 

amounts of exploration occurs for gypsum and uranium (locatable minerals).  In the past, exploration and 

some minor development of precious and base metal deposits has also occurred.  In the early stages, 

exploration usually begins with literature research and field reconnaissance.  If potential is identified, the 

exploration program advances to more environmentally impactful exploration techniques such as seismic 

surveys and if warranted, a follow-on drilling program to verify the geophysical data.  Commodity prices, 

which are dependent on both regional and global geo-political issues and supply and demand, are the 

principle factors that drive mineral exploration efforts.  Consequently, as commodity prices increase, 

exploration to locate new sources of these commodities also increases.  Likewise, a decrease in 

commodity prices precipitates a commensurate drop in exploration.  Coal exploration on the Forest is now 

primarily associated with known coal reserves that are located on or in close proximity to existing coal 

leases.  Coal is a finite resource on the Forest; as the coal is gradually depleted, exploration for it will 

decrease.   

New oil and gas leasing on the Forest has been suspended at this time.  It has been determined that the 

Manti-La Sal National Forest Final Environmental Impact Statement (Forest Plan) adopted in 1986 and 
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Forest Oil and Gas Leasing Availability Analysis (O&G Analysis) adopted in 1992 does not adequately 

address some current issues (e.g., air quality standards, protection of Greater Sage Grouse habitat, 

protection of Roadless Area values, climate change, and hydraulic fracturing impacts) that have become 

of concern since those documents were implemented. Therefore, the Forest is currently unable to 

conduct a comprehensive analysis of oil and gas lease nominations for protection of surface resources.  

Consequently, the decision was made by Forest management to defer oil and gas leasing on the Forest 

until additional NEPA analysis has been conducted.        

     

 

Scales 
Non-renewable energy sources (coal, oil, natural gas, uranium) and minerals (including precious and 

base metals) are natural resource commodities.  Global factors such as over or under supply of specific 

commodities, speculation in the commodities market, economic growth, war, access to known resources 

throughout the world, and environmental regulations affect the market conditions, which ultimately 

determines the level of exploration for, and production of, natural resource commodities.  

 

The future development of renewable energy resources (wind, solar, hydroelectric, geothermal, biomass) 

on the Forest, is determined locally by the viability (location, magnitude, accesability, etc.) of the energy 

resource, financial and tax incentives, and the lack of overly burdensome regulations.    

Indicators 

Contribution to economic sustainability.  

Production and employment numbers over time in all minerals related categories.  

  

Total reported coal production on the Wasatch Plateau (north zone), from the inception of commercial 
mining in 1870 through 2015, is 722.3 million tons (Utah Geological Survey, Utah Energy and Mineral 
Statistics, 2016).  The majority of the coal, 555.9 million tons, has been mined since 1982, with peak coal 
production occurring from the mid-1990s to early 2000s (Fig. 1).   From 1987 to 1999, coal production 
doubled to 23.57 tons/yr (Gloyn et al., 2003).  By 2009, the number of active mines had decreased from 
ten in 1999 to four, with a commensurate decrease in production to approximately 11.4 million tons/yr 
(Fig. 2) (Boden et al., 2015).  Coal production continued to decreased to approximately 8 million tons/yr in 
2016 (MSHA data) due in part, to the shutdown of the Deer Creek Mine in January, 2015. Currently, there 
are three companies actively mining coal on the North Zone of the forest, with a combined total 
production for 2016 of nearly eight million tons (Table 1).       
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Figure 1. Total Coal Production on the Wasatch Plateau, 1982 – 2015.  
(Utah Geological Survey, Utah Energy and Mineral Statistics, 2016).  

 

Figure 2. Coal production of active mines on the Wasatch Plateau. 

*Forecast. (Boden et al, 2015).  
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TABLE 1. Coal Production and Employment by Mine1. Manti-La Sal National Forest 2016. 

 
Company 

 
Mine 

 
Production (Tons) 

 
Employment2 

Genwal 
Resources 

Crandall Canyon Mine 0 0 

South Crandall Canyon 
Mine 

0 3 

CW Mining 

Castle Valley Mine #3 153,470 12 

Castle Valley Mine #4 542,746 73 

Office & Mill Operations 0 21 

Energy West 
Mining Company 

Deer Creek Mine  0 17 

Canyon Fuel 
Company LLC 

Skyline Mine #3 3,253,898 336 

SUFCO 4,037,390 368 

    

Total 2016  7,987,504 830 
1Reported at www.msha.gov, Mine Quarterly Production Information. 
2Average number of employees reported by the operator for the four quarters of 2016. 

 

The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), a division of the Department of Energy, has compiled 

future energy production and consumption projections to the year 2040, in their International Energy 

Outlook 2016 (IEO2016).  The projections are divided according to Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development members (OECD) and nonmembers (non-OECD).  OECD members are 

divided into three basic country groupings: OECD Americas (United States, Canada, Mexico, and Chile), 

OECD Europe, and OECD Asia (Japan, South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand).  The data presented 

here represent the “Reference” case which considers the U.S. Environmental protection Agency’s Clean 

Power Plan (CPP), and a business-as-usual trend estimate, given known technology and technological 

and demographic trends.  Global coal production in the Reference case increases from 9 billion tons in 

2012, to approximately 10 billion tons in 2040 (Fig. 3). The majority of the growth occurs in India, China, 

and Australia (a primary exporter). Their combined share of total world coal production increases in the 

Reference case from 60% in 2012 to 64% in 2040, but the share of the world’s leading coal producer, 

China, decreases from 48% in 2012 to 44% in 2040. Projected global coal production and consumption 

varies significantly from region to region, with sustained strong growth in India, slowing growth 

transitioning to a gradual decline after 2025 in China, and little change in the United States and Europe 

(EIA, 2016). 

http://www.msha.gov/
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Figure 3. World Coal Production, 2012 – 2040. 

(U.S. Energy Information Administration). 

 

An increase in global production of petroleum and other liquid fuels is projected by the Reference case 

(Fig. 4).  Petroleum resources include crude oil recovered from geologic reservoirs, oil shale, oil sand, 

and field condensate.  Other liquid fuels include natural gas plant liquids (NGPL), biofuels, gas-to-liquids 

(GTL), and coal-to-liquids (CTL).  To satisfy rising demand for liquid fuels in the Reference case (2012), 

projected liquid fuels production will increase by 31 million barrels per day by 2040 (IEA).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. World Liquid Fuels Production, 2012 – 2040. 

(U.S. Energy Information Administration). 
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The average total world energy demand is projected to increase 1.4%/year. Projections for the future 

consumption of energy from all sources (fossil fuels, nuclear, renewable), increases in the Reference 

case (Fig. 5).  Market concerns regarding future energy security, adverse environmental effects of fossil 

fuel emissions, and the high potential volatility of global oil prices, serve to drive the development of 

renewable energy resources, nuclear power, and natural gas (the least carbon-intensive fossil fuel).  With 

many countries currently mandating policies and incentives promoting the development and use of 

environmentally friendly power generation, renewable energy is projected to be the world’s fastest-

growing source of energy, increasing an average of 2.6%/year. Similarly, Nuclear energy use is projected 

to increase by 2.3%/year and natural gas use by 1.9%/year.  Coal is the slowest growing form of energy 

represented in the Reference case, with an average projected rate of 0.6%/year.  In the Reference case, 

fossil fuels continue to provide the majority of the world’s energy in 2040, with liquid fuels, natural gas, 

and coal accounting for 78% of total global energy consumption.  Petroleum and other liquid fuels remain 

the largest source of energy, although their share of global energy market declines from 33% in 2012 to 

30% in 2040 (EIA 2016). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. World Energy Consumption by Energy Source, 1990 – 2040. 

U.S. Energy Information Administration. 

*CPP = U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Power Plan (CPP). 

Existing conditions 

Renewable energy (wind, hydropower, solar, biomass, geothermal).   

There are no developed renewable energy resources on the Forest.  

 

Wind – Currently there are no wind farms on any of the Ranger Districts.  One area on the north end of 

the Wasatch Plateau northwest of Price, UT within the Forest Boundary and a small area on the northeast 

corner of the La Sal Mountains have been identified as a possible future sites for wind powered 

generation of electricity (Berry et al, 2009).  The US Government incentivizes development of wind 

powered electrical generation through production and investment tax credits (Black & Veatch, 2010).   

Hydropower – Due to small drainage size and low annual precipitation rates, there are no hydroelectric  

power generating stations on the Forest.    
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Solar – Only two small areas on the west side of the Abajo Mountains, within the Forest Boundary, have 

been designated as having potential for solar resource development (Black & Veatch, 2010).   

Biomass – No references could be found with plans to produce fuels from organic matter to be used in 

electrical generation on the Forest.  

Geothermal – Geothermal exploration efforts in the U.S. have been generally directed at finding high 

temperature hydrothermal systems over 200°C (392°F) for commercial generation of electricity (Blackett, 

2002).  Direct uses of geothermal resources such as using warm water to heat buildings, for industrial 

purposes, or for resorts generally requires resource temperatures of 40°C to150°C (104-302°F). 

Geothermal resource temperatures of 4°C to 38°C (39-100°F) can be used for ground source heat pumps 

(Blackett, July 2004). The average geothermal gradient in the United States is 25-30°C/km (77-

86°F/3,281 feet).  None of the Ranger Districts on the Forest are within Known Geothermal Resource 

Areas.  In assessing the geothermal potential of a region, volcanic features and igneous activity occurring 

less than 2 million years ago (Ma) are generally considered indicators of a geothermal heat source 

(Blackett, 2002); those features are absent on the North and South Zones of the Forest.  The Utah 

Geological Survey has not identified any of the Ranger Districts as being within a geothermal energy 

zone (Berry et al, 2009).        

Ferron/Price Ranger District – Several geothermal boreholes have been drilled within the Forest    

Boundary and in close proximity to it; none have indicated the presence of strong geothermal activity 

(Blackett, February 2004; Blackett, September 2009, UGS Open-File Report 431 (Map); UGS, 2004, 

Open-File Report 431 DM (Map)).  Geothermal gradients recorded in the boreholes ranged from 25°C/km 

≤ Geothermal Grad. < 45°C/km.  The temperatures recorded at two thermal springs and one thermal well 

west of Huntington, UT were >20°C and >25°C, respectively.    

Sanpete Ranger District – Several boreholes within and just outside the Forest Boundary have recorded 

geothermal gradients of 25°C/km ≤ Geothermal Grad. < 45°C/km.  This geothermal gradient is about 

average for the United States and would be suitable for ground source heat pumps.   

 

Moab/Monticello Ranger District – The La Sal and Abajo Mountains, igneous laccoliths, were emplaced 

approximately 20-30 Ma and are not associated with current geothermal activity.  Several geothermal 

exploratory boreholes have been drilled in the region; none have indicated the presence of strong 

geothermal activity (Blackett, February 2004). The borehole with the highest geothermal gradient in the 

La Sal Mountains is in Gold Basin; it has a recorded geothermal gradient of 36°C/km (97°F/3,281 feet).  

This particular borehole was drilled to a depth of 3,415 feet.  Slightly farther away, approximately 12 miles 

to the southwest, are four more boreholes.  They all have geothermal gradients within the range of 23-

27°C/km (73-81°F/3,281 feet).   

 

Existing energy transmission corridors.     

Renewable Energy – Currently there are no renewable energy corridors on the Forest. However, if plans 

are implemented to develop renewable energy resources in Utah, several power transmission lines are 

tentatively planned to cross the North Zone (Black & Veatch, 2010).   

        

Non-Renewable Energy –  

North Zone   

Questar Gas Pipeline 

PacifiCorp electrical powerline (Huntington to Mount Pleasant) 

         

South Zone  

Rocky Mountain Power electrical powerline 
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Nonrenewable, leasable energy and minerals (oil, natural gas, coal, oil shale, tar sands).    

Oil & Natural Gas – North Zone 

Coal bed methane (CBM) deposits are present on the Wasatch Plateau and in the adjacent Castle Valley.  

The O&G Analysis rated the northern part of the Manti Division as having high a potential for the 

occurrence of recoverable petroleum gas reserves.  The O&G Analysis did not give a rating or make a 

forecast regarding the potential for future CBM exploration and development. However, it should be noted 

that the O&G Analysis was completed about the same time that exploration and development of CBM in 

the Ferron Sandstone was beginning. The south Manti Division was rated as having moderate potential 

for petroleum gas exploration and production.  Both of these forecasts were based upon the degree of 

success of exploration and development in each Forest zone up to that point in time, as well as the 

existing level of local geologic understanding.  The O&G Analysis also discussed the potential for the 

occurrence of oil and gas in deeper geologic formations.  One well was reported to have yielded minor oil 

and gas production from the approximately 11,900 to 13,900 foot deep, 1800 foot thick (Hintze, 1988), 

Triassic Moenkopi Formation prior to abandonment (Manti-La Sal National Forest, 1992).   

According to UDOGM oil and gas production data, 16 CBM wells are currently in production on the Forest 

(Fig. 6).  As of December, 2016, nine wells are in production and seven wells are in shut-in status on the 

Forest.  Wells in shut-in status may be undergoing maintenance, or are intermittently operated, low 

producing wells commonly refered to as stripper gas wells.  According to UDOGM “a gas well that has an 

average daily production of 60 MCF or less per day over a 12-month period is considered a stripper well.” 

Figure 6. Annual CBM production and cumulative water and CBM production levels for the 16 active wells on the forest.   

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23,922
2,827

31,860

131,278

18,192

147,283

26,997

39,314

29,091

Cummulative Water
Produced (BBLS)

Cummulative
Methane Production
(MCF)

Methane Production
Reported 8/1/2016
(MCF)

Manti-La Sal National Forest
Coal Bed Methane Wells 2016

Total Forest Production Reported 2016: 450,764 MCF
Equal to natural gas concumed by 5,122 homes at 
88 Mcf/home (EIA report 2010)
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The CBM wells in the Uinta Basin are completed in the Cretaceous Ferron Sandstone coal beds of the 

Mancos Shale. Depth to the top of the approximately 660 foot thick Ferron Sandstone member of the 

Mancos Shale Formation, on the Wasatch Plateau, ranges from approximately 5000 to 7000 feet, 

depending on the surface elevation (Tabet, 1995). Wells on the North zone of the Forest are located in 

the Flat Canyon, Clear Creek and Buzzard Bench gas fields (Atch. 1).  CBM wells are often associated 

with groundwater, which is pumped from the well and re-injected into wells completed in deeper geologic 

formations (Boysen 2002). Pumping the water from the well reduces the hydraulic pressure head, 

releasing the coal sourced methane from solution. This is analygous to opening a soda after shaking the 

can. In 2016, 450,764 Mcf of natural gas was produced on the Forest, enough to supply 5,122 homes at 

88 Mcf per home in the mountain west (UDOGM oil and gas reporting and EIA report 2010) (Fig. 6). 

According to UDOGM, over 22 million Mcf of CBM gas has been produced in 2016 (Table 2). The 1400 to 

1600 foot thick Emery Sandstone Member of the Mancos Shale Formation, which lies approximately 2100 

feet above the Ferron Sanstone, also shows potential as a source of recoverable CBM as evidenced by a 

few oil and gas test wells (Tabet, 2004). At present, no oil is produced from the North Zone of the Forest. 

However, Carbon County produced 51,975 barrels of oil in 2016 (Table 3). 

At present, there is 749,261 potentially leasable oil and gas acres and 219,192 acres leased on the 

Forest (BLM LR2000 database). 

Table 2. Utah CBM gas production by County reported in Mcf (UDOGM 2016).   

Counties 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 Cumulative Lifetime  
Production 

Carbon  18,656,748  29,844,602  31,899,884  33,783,088  37,310,656  1,065,336,550 
Emery  4,091,365  6,533,904  7,023,296  7,418,349  7,883,656  184,813,639 
Totals  22,748,113 36,378,506 38,923,180 41,201,437 45,194,312 1,250,150,189 

 

Table 3. Utah Oil and Gas production 2016 by County (UDOGM 2016). 

Year  County Oil Gas Water 

2016 EMERY      203 4,849,133 2,603,217 

2016 DAGGETT    538 818,871 526 

2016 CARBON     51,975 33,473,457 6,107,505 

2016 SANPETE    55,521 518,411 15,090 

2016 GARFIELD   75,746 5,325 4,816,554 

2016 SUMMIT     111,513 1,774,849 3,412,379 

2016 GRAND      307,786 2,367,686 126,924 

2016 SEVIER     758,597 0 2,595,185 

2016 SAN JUAN   2,490,614 6,325,834 28,205,884 

2016 UINTAH     5,869,294 149,921,847 26,475,426 

2016 DUCHESNE   7,784,155 20,426,950 19,926,193 

   

Oil & Natural Gas – South Zone 

Exploration efforts prior to the early 2000’s were interested in both the deeper Mississippian limestones 

as well as the shallower Pennsylvanian Hermosa Group and the Permian Cutler Group. Eleven 

exploration wells have been drilled in the Abajo Mountains, and another six wells in the La Sal Mountains 

(Atch. 2), with no recorded production.   Well records from the early 2000’s onward indicate that 

exploration has been focused on the Hermosa Group shale gas reservoirs.   
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Three black shales (Hovenweep, Gothic, and Chimney Rock) have been identified as gas productive in 

certain areas in the Paradox Formation.  Modern hydraulic fracturing techniques serve to increase the 

propagation of preexisting natural fractures as well as initiating the formation of new fractures. This 

facilitates the increased conductivity, through what is otherwise impermeable rock, that is required for 

viable production.  Preliminary conclusions based on available data indicate that the black shale units of 

the Paradox Basin may represent an emerging hydrocarbon resource (Bereskin et al, 2008).    

Coal – North Zone 

Coal mining has taken place on the Wasatch Plateau for well over 100 years.  The Wasatch Plateau 

coalfield accounts for the largest annual and cumulative coal production in Utah.  Over the years, 

production from more than 80 mines expanded from the northern part of Carbon County to the central 

and southern parts of the coalfield in Emery and Sevier Counties (Gloyn et al, 2003).  From the late 

nineteenth century to 2015 cumulative coal production totaled 722.3 million short tons (Utah Geological 

Survey, Utah Energy and Mineral Statistics, 2016). 

In 1972, the Utah Geological Survey estimated the total coal resource in the Wasatch Plateau coalfield at 

approximately 6.4 billion tons, with the majority, 4.8 billion tons, located in Carbon and Emery Counties 

(Gloyn et al, 2003).  The remaining recoverable resources are estimated to be 1.3 billion tons after 

subtracting mined-out areas and assuming a future recovery rate similar to past levels of 28.4 percent.  

Currently, coal seams thinner than 6 feet or with exceslively thick overburden are not considered for 

extraction, which may further decrease the production life of the Wasatch Plateau coalfield (Gloyn et al, 

2003). Other considerations include coal quality and coal seam continuity.    
 
Attachment 3, shows the Potentially Leasable Coal Resources on the Forest.  The information in the map 
is based on data provided by the BLM – Price, Utah District Field Office under the authority of 43 CFR 
3420.1.  The coal resources are divided into three categories relative to their potential for leasing (Table 
4). The parameters of consideration are overburden thickness, seam access, geologic understanding, 
mining history/future timeline, and market projections.  
   
Table 4.  Parameters determining lease potential.   

High Potential Moderate Potential Low Potential 

Outcrop to 3,000 feet of 
overburden 

Outcrop to 4,000 feet of 
overburden 

2,000 to 4,000 feet of 
overburden 

Direct surface access 
Access through existing mine 

workings 

New access required by shaft 
or much extended mine 

workings 

Geology well defined Geology moderately defined Geology requires exploration 

Past, current, or potential future 
mining within 10 years 

Potential future mining within 20 
years 

Potential future mining within 40 
years 

Coal Market Factors return to 
conditions prior to market 
saturation by oil & gas supplies  

Coal Market Factors return to 
conditions prior to market 

saturation by oil & gas supplies 

Coal Market Factors return to 
conditions prior to market 

saturation by oil & gas supplies 
 

Coal seam thickness is an important criterion not addressed in Table 4.  As mentioned above, current 

mining practices on the Wasatch Plateau do not include seams thinner than 6 feet (Gloyn et al, 2003; 

Kirschbaum, 2000); therefore, some of the areas shown in Attachment 3 as having High or Moderate 

Potential could actually have Low Potential if coal seam thickness were considered.  The greatest 

unknowns in assessing the potentially leasable coal resources are technical advances in exploration and 

mining and the market for coal.  Market forces are subject to such factors as competing sources of 

energy, domestic/foreign supply and demand, environmental regulations, and the push towards 

renewable energy.       
 

In 2015, Bowie Resources, located in Carbon and Sevier Counties, accounted for 78% of Utah’s coal 
production.  Coal production began declining during the 2008 recession and has continued to decline as 
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coal has dropped out of favor for electric generation and industrial needs due to environmental concerns.  
The Deer Creek Mine closed in January 2015 (Vanden Berg, 2016).  The largest, highest quality, and 
most economically recoverable coal reserves on the northern Wasatch Plateau are estimated to be 
depleted by the year 2040 (Kirschbaum, 2000).   

Estimates for the Skyline Mine (Bowie Resources) are that nearly 12 million tons of coal may be 
recoverable from current operations.  Future production at the Skyline Mine will come from the Flat 
Canyon Lease, estimated to have approximately 25-30 million tons of recoverable coal. Skyline expects 
to begin mining the Flat Canyon Lease in 2017 (Boden et al, 2015).   

The Sufco Mine (Bowie Resources) is the largest coal producer in Utah and the 11th largest producing 
underground coal mine in the United States.  Sufco Mine has approximately 25.5 million tons of coal 
reserves under lease (Boden et al, 2015).     
 
The Fossil Rock Mine (Bowie Resources) has plans to begin coal mining operations and is currently 
conducting exploration drilling to better delineate coal reserves currently estimated at 49 million tons 
(Boden et al, 2015). 

 

Coal – South Zone 

The La Sal field consists of scattered patches of the Dakota Sandstone around the La Sal Mountains 

southeast of Moab and the San Juan field is near the surface of the Sage Plain Plateau in eastern San 

Juan County (Gurgel, 1982).  Available data on the La Sal-San Juan region show no known coal reserves 

occurring in beds 4 feet or greater in thickness.  Due to the discontinuity of beds, reserves for beds 

ranging between 14 and 48 inches are difficult to calculate (Doelling, 1972).  Neither field has significant 

past production or established reserves.  Coal exploration in San Juan County has never proceeded 

beyond the prospect stage.  While actual production figures are not available, it is estimated that no more 

than 300 tons of coal have been removed from both fields (Doelling, 1972; Gurgel, 1982).  San Juan 

County is not represented in the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) Energy & Mineral Data for coal, Table 2.8 

(Coal Production and Recoverable Reserves in Utah, 2001-2013).  Table 2.10 (Coal Production in Utah 

by County, 1960-2013) shows no coal production has occurred in San Juan County since 1979; the data 

prior to that time are inconclusive.  Table 2.11 (Coal Production in Utah by Coalfield, 1982-2013) does not 

list a coalfield in San Juan County.  This suggests that not enough economically recoverable coal is 

present to support the development of commercial mining in the area.  Doelling (1972) concluded that 

considering the thin discontinuous coal seams and poor quality, the area had no foreseeable future for 

coal mine development.  

Oil Shale – North Zone 

Oil shale deposits in Utah are associated with the Eocene age Green River Formation.  The formation is 

present in limited areas on the north end of the Forest.  Only specific geologic units of the formation are 

known to contain oil shale deposits with economic potential, non of which are represented on the Forest 

(Gloyn et al, 2003; Vanden Berg et al, 2006; Vanden Berg, 2008).   

Oil Shale – South Zone 

The oil shale bearing rocks of the Green River Formation are not present in the La Sal and Monticello 

districts (Johnson et al, 2011).  

North Zone 

There are two patented locatable mineral mining claims located in T10S R5E, Section 28, SW ¼, SLBM 

(BLM, Master Title Plat).  Both lode claims were issued in 1897 (BLM, Government Land Office Records 

database).  The claims are within the Green River Formation and in a topographic feature named Oil 

Hollow.  The Mineral Leasing Act was not enacted until 1920 so a patented lode claim was issued rather 

than a mineral lease.  There is also a closed unpatented placer claim in the same quarter section, first 

issued in 1918 and last held by Exxon Corporation; the last fee assessment on this unpatented claim was 

paid in 1992.  The records do not indicate the mineral of interest for the claims.  The USGS Mineral 
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Resource Data System has no records for any of the three claims.  However, the Utah Mineral 

Occurrence System database has a record of the deposit; it’s listed as the Oil Hollow Prospect.  The 

deposit size is described as small and production is described as none.  The ore is described as bitumen 

(tar sand deposit) and the status is listed as inactive prospect.    

 

South Zone 

No tar sand deposits are known to exist on the South Zone of the Forest.   

       

Locatable minerals subject to general mining laws (36 CFR 228 and USC 22) (gold, silver, 

copper, lead, zinc, molybdenum, uranium, vanadium, others). 

North Zone 

There are two operating gypsum mines on lands managed by the Forest. Both are owned by Sunroc 

Corporation and are located in Juab County near Levan, Utah on the west side of the San Pitch 

Mountains.   

Other than the rare lamprophyre dikes (dark colored, porphyritic, hybabyssal igneous rock with a high 

percentage of mafic minerals), no subsurface igneous activity or associated mineralization is known to be 

present on the Wasatch Plateau.   

Minor gold and silver occurrences have been recorded in the San Pitch Mountains, but none have been 

profitable operations.   

The closest uranium/vanadium mines are located approximately 40 miles to the southeast, in the Late 

Jurassic Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation.  While the Morrison Formation is present below 

the Wasatch Plateau, its depth is approximately 9,460 to 11,460 feet (Hintze, 1998) making any deposits, 

if present, difficult to locate and uneconomical to mine.  

      

The Birdseye Marble Quarry is an active unpatented locatable mineral mining claim on the north end of 

the Ferron/Price Ranger District (BLM LR2000 database). The limestone has been used as decorative 

facing stone on buildings.     

South Zone 

Placer gold, derived from weathered stockwork veinlets, has been recovered from glacial and alluvial 

gravels in the northern La Sal Mountains (Johnson, 1973; Tabet, 2005).  The UGS Mineral Occurrences 

data base lists several gold discovery sites of both placer and vein type deposits in the northern part of 

the La Sal Mountains, but none are known to be currently operating or producing any gold.   

The UGS Mineral Occurrences data base reports minor silver as occurring with gold in the northern part 

of the La Sal Mountains.   

Uranium & Vanadium - Most uranium and vanadium production in the area has been from the late 

Jurassic Morrison Formation.  The lower Salt Wash member of the Morrison is the main uranium 

producer, while locally, the upper Brushy Basin member also hosts uranium-vanadium deposits (Peters, 

2014).  There are numerous active unpatented lode mining claims on the south end of the La Sal 

Mountains (BLM, LR2000 database).   

Minor base metals, primarily copper, have been associated with the gold/silver and uranium/vanadium 

deposits.   

 

Non-energy leasable minerals (phosphate, sodium, potassium, sulphur, gilsonite, and 

hardrock minerals on acquired lands).  

North Zone 
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No economically recoverable non-energy leasable mineral resources have been identified on the 

Wasatch Plateau.   

South Zone 

Large potash (source of potassium) zones hosted in the Paradox Formation have been identified on the 

southern end of the La Sal District (Hite, 1978). Locally,  potash exploration drill holes have also 

encountered salt (sodium) (Massoth, 2012).  The BLM Lands and Records database, MTP for potash 

shows several potassium prospecting permit applications on the Forest are pending approval on the 

south side of the La Sal Mountains in T28S R 25E (Atch. 4).  The Paradox Formation contains 29 well 

defined evaporite cycles composed of halite (NaCl) and sylvite (KCl) beds, with associated penesaline 

and siliciclastic interbeds consisting mainly of anhydrite (CaSO4), dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2), and black 

shale.  The saline facies are composed mostly of halite.  The potash deposits have high potential for both 

future discovery and development.   

Geothermal energy resources. 

Both the North and South Zones have low potential for development of geothermal resources (Gloyn et 

al, 2003; Berry et al, 2009), as there is currently no active igneous activity. 

Salable minerals – sand, gravel, stone. 

Salable minerals are generally low value deposits/sources of sand, gravel, and stone suitable for building 

and construction materials, and road surfacing.  There are numerous sources of aggregate (sand, gravel, 

boulders) and sandstone on the North and South Zones, comprising both developed and undeveloped 

sites.  Large deposits of Flagstaff Limestone are also present on the Wasatch Plateau, with numerous 

abandoned borrow sites being located throughout the Ferron/Price Ranger District.       

Current type, extent, and general location of energy and mineral activity and facilities in 

plan area.  

Numerous oil/gas well development pads are on the Forest, in Cottonwood Canyon, on East Mountain, 

and along Skyline Drive.   

Natural gas transmission pipelines (Cottonwood Canyon, Ragman Canyon).     

Previous decisions related to Federal mineral estate (oil/gas leasing availability, coal 

suitability). 

The BLM has stopped using the O&G Analysis for leasing of oil and gas parcels on the Forest due to 

recent decisions that have determined the existing Forest Plan and O&G Analysis do not adequately 

address some current issues that have become of concern since the time that those two documents were 

adopted.  The O&G Analysis needs to be revised to incorporate current information and regulatory criteria 

pertaining to environmental and public health issues. 

 

Unsuitability criteria for use in the analysis of coal lease tracts were incorporated in the 1986 Forest  

Plan.   

Known abandoned mines or hazards in need of reclamation/restoration. 

Numerous abandoned mine sites are located on the South Zone in both the Abajo and La Sal Mountains.  

These sites are comprised primarily of underground mines and prospects exploring uranium/vanadium 

deposits hosted in sedimentary rock formations.  The majority of these deposits are small and are 

restricted to the topographically lower areas of the forest.  Many of the uranium deposits also contain 

minor associated copper mineralization.  Two small abandoned copper mines (Copper Queen and Tuffy) 

are located in the Abajo Mountains.  Locally, several small underground lode gold/silver mines are also 

present.  These deposits are located higher in the mountains at or near the contact zone of the 

sedimentary rocks and igneous intrusive rocks.  These intrusive rocks served as both the uplift 
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mechanism responsible for forming the Abajo and La Sal mountains and as the source of the gold and 

silver mineralization.  Minor historic placer mining also occurred below these lode gold deposits.    

Many of the uranium mine and prospect adits remain open and accessible and consequently, may pose a 

danger to the general public.  Others have collapsed naturally or been permanently closed by the BLM.  

Residual radioactivity associated with abandoned ore stockpiles and/or mine waste rock dumps also may 

pose a health risk to the general public.  Several of the ore stockpiles, where present, were back filled into 

the local adit prior to closure by the BLM.  

All of the mine shafts and adits associated with the gold/silver and copper mining have long since caved, 

resulting in little to no surface expression remaining today.  Several stamp mill sites associated with the 

gold mining were located in the general vicinity of the lode mines.  No trace of these mill sites remains 

today.  At least one tunnel and aqueduct system associated with the gold mining was constructed high in 

the Abajo Mountains and remains visible today.  

There are no known traditional toxic or acid mine drainage issues associated with the historic uranium, 

gold/silver or copper mining on the forest.       

A field inventory, conducted by Forest Service personnel and Bio West Inc., of all inactive or abandoned 

mines on the Manti-LaSal National Forest was completed in 1989. Approximately 100 uranium mines 

within the Monticello (Abajo Mountains) and Moab (La Sal Mountains) Ranger Districts were identified.  

These mines were then ranked by their safety and environmental hazard potential and evaluated for 

potential CERCLA (Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act – 

Superfund Act) violations. Of the 100 mines, it was deemed that nine mines were posed a high risk to the 

public and/or environment, and additional 17 mines posed a more moderate risk. The primary safety 

hazard criteria include physical risk of bodily injury posed by open adits and shafts, overly steep waste 

piles and unstable structures. The primary radiological hazard criteria include radiation exposure due to 

prolonged close proximity to radioactive (hot) waste piles while camping, the ingestion of contaminated 

water, or the inhalation of radon gas or dust containing radioactive particles. The primary environmental 

hazard criteria include, contamination of down gradient streams or springs, uptake of radioactive particles 

by plants that may be grazed on, and airborne transport of radioactive particles such as radon and dust 

(Table 5 and 6).  

The nine mines rated as posing a high risk, generally consist of groups of adjoining claims with multiple 

adits, shafts, vent holes, and structures. For instance, the Yellow Circle mine comprises multiple claims 

covering approximately 15 acres with about 20 adits. However, only a small portion of this mine group 

resides on the forest. The estimated amount of radioactive waste produced from the rex mine alone, 

exceeds 100,000 tons (Table 7). Post production, some of the original waste rock may have been hauled 

off site by the operator or back filled into the mine, thereby reducing the remaining volume of exposed 

waste rock at a given mine site. Locally, some of the waste dumps intrude into both perennial and 

seasonal stream channels, facilitating the transport of radioactive waste material off site.  

Only two of the mines, the Black Hat (1998) and the Grey Dawn (1994-1995) have been reclaimed, at 

least in part. The records are incomplete regarding completion and final acceptance of these remediation 

projects. Further research including on site evaluation is required. Due to the amount of time that has 

expired since the completion of the CERCLA study, additional site visits to the unreclaimed mine sites is 

recommended to evaluate the possible need for future mine site reclamation projects.          
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Table 5. Results of Water Sample Analysis at Mine Sites 
 
Location   Alpha 

(pCi/L) 
As 

(mg/L) 
Ba 

(mg/L) 
Beta 

(pCi/L) 
Cd 

(mg/L) 
Mo 

(mg/L) 
Pb 

(mg/L) 
WS-1 Firefly Pond Inlet 34b 0.038 0.149 23 0.002 0.108 <0.005 
WS-2 Firefly Dump Spring 83b 0.061b 0.133 27 0.003 0.161 <0.005 
WS-3 Grey Daun Spring (Little Don) 135b 0.092b <0.1 70 0.009 0.451 <0.005 
WS-4 St. Patrick Drain Pipe 
 155b 0.01 0.126 48 <0.002 0.018 <0.005 
WS-5 Mt. Linnaeus #6 Drain Pipe 
 3974b <0.01 <0.1 1177 0.005 0.247 <0.005 
WS-6 Horseshoe #1 Drainage 1156b <0.01 <0.1 270 <0.002 0.018 <0.005 
WS-7 Brushy Basin Adit 1 Pool 109b 0.013 <0.1 37 <0.002 0.026 <0.005 

         
Location   Ra-226 

(pCi/L) 
Ra-228 
(pCi/L) 

Se 
(mg/L) 

U 
(mg/L) 

V 
(mg/L) 

 
pH 

Flow Rate 
(gal/min) 

WS-1 Firefly Pond Inlet 2.5 <2.0 0.073b 0.077 0.467 8.24 6.5 
WS-2 Firefly Dump Spring 15.4b <3.0 0.047b 0.11 0.72 8.09 0.5 
WS-3 Grey Daun Spring (Little Don) 3.8 <2.0 0.233b 0.279 0.463 8.69 1 
WS-4 St. Patrick Drain Pipe 
 18.0b <3.0 0.032b 0.178 0.719 8.40 4 
WS-5 Mt. Linnaeus #6 Drain Pipe 
 82.1b <7.0 <0.005b 4.2 <0.05 8.29 0.2 
WS-6 Horseshoe #1 Drainage 9.0b <3.0 0.01b 1.02 <0.05 8.22 0.1 
WS-7 Brushy Basin Adit 1 Pool 2.0 <2.0 0.074b 0.142 <0.05 8.80 0 

aAlpha = gross alpha, As = arsenic, Ba = barium, beta = gross beta, Cd = cadmium, Mo = molybdenum, Pb = lead, Ra = radium, Se 
= selenium, U = total uranium, V = vanadium.  
bExceeds both EPA Primary Standard and Utah Standard.  
 

Table 6. Results of Water Sample Analysis at Non-Mine Locations 
 

Location   Alpha 
(pCi/L) 

As 
(mg/L) 

Ba 
(mg/L) 

Beta 
(pCi/L) 

Cd 
(mg/L) 

Mo 
(mg/L) 

Pb 
(mg/L) 

WS-8 Two Mile Creek (above Grey 
Daun) <4 <0.1 0.103 <4 <0.002 <0.01 <0.005 
WS-9 La Sal Creek (upstream) <6 <0.1 0.102 <4 <0.002 <0.01 <0.005 
WS-10 La Sal Creek (downstream) 5 <0.1 0.118 <4 <0.002 <0.01 <0.005 
WS-11 Glade Pit 
 5 <0.1 <0.1 6 <0.002 <0.01 <0.005 
WS-12 Steam above Glade Pit 
 <7 <0.1 0.184 5 <0.002 <0.01 <0.005 

         
Location   Ra-226 

(pCi/L) 
Ra-228 
(pCi/L) 

Se 
(mg/L) 

U 
(mg/L) 

V 
(mg/L) 

 
pH 

Flow Rate 
(gal/min) 

WS-8 Two Mile Creek (above Grey 
Daun) 0.8 <1.0 <0.005 <0.005 <0.05 8.28 N/A 
WS-9 La Sal Creek (upstream) 0.3 <1.0 <0.005 0.008 <0.05 8.37 N/A 
WS-10 La Sal Creek (downstream) 0.8 <1.0 <0.005 0.006 <0.05 8.26 N/A 
WS-11 Glade Pit 
 0.3 <1.0 <0.005 0.01 <0.05 8.37 N/A 
WS-12 Steam above Glade Pit 
 0.4 <1.0 <0.005 <0.005 <0.05 8.32 N/A 

aAlpha = gross alpha, As = arsenic, Ba = barium, beta = gross beta, Cd = cadmium, Mo = molybdenum, Pb = lead, Ra = radium, Se 
= selenium, U = total uranium, V = vanadium.  
bExceeds both EPA Primary Standard and Utah Standard.  
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 Table 7. Production history for the nine CERCLA mine groups (Chenoweth, 1989). 
Mine Name (Group) Operational Ore (tons) U3O8 (Lbs) V2O5 (Lbs) Waste (tons) 

Yellow Circle 1948-1982 63,000 313,000 1,594,000 57,000 
Grey Dawn 1948-1982 12,080 66,300 286,600 8,760 
Firefly-Pigmy 1954-1981 80,000 461,000 2,911,000 56,000 
Black Hat 1953-1984 114,000 551,600 3,376,000 80,000 
Laura 1964-1980 12,000 59,000 NA 10,000 
Horseshoe 1951-1978 1,100 4,900 NA 1,000 
King Edward 1954-1978 46,600 215,000 NA 37,000 
Brushy Basin 1950-1950 185 512 6,272 170 
Rex 1960-1968 12,863 59,246 NA 104,000 

*NA-Data not available.  

 

Noncommercial mineral collecting activities. 

Birdseye Marble on the north end of the Ferron/Price Ranger District.     

 

Presence of leasable mineral mining operations.  

North Zone Coal Leases 

Currently there are only three producing coal mines in the Wasatch Plateau Coal Field( Appx 5):   

Skyline Mine Coal Lease – Bowie Resources Partners, LLC 

Sufco Mine Coal Lease – Bowie Resources Partners, LLC  

Castle Valley Mine – Rhino Resources.    

  

The South Crandall (Princess) Mine owned by Murray Energy Corporation has blocked its portals, but has 

tentative plans to re-open.   

 

Fossil Rock Coal Mine (the former Trail Mountain Mine) owned by Bowie Resources has plans to re-open.   

 

South Zone 

No active coal mines.   

 

Oil & Gas Leases 

Appendix A-1, page A-1-13 of the O&G Analysis describes the Reasonably Foreseeable Development 

Scenario (RFDS) for the Manti Division North analysis area.  The RFDS projected that 30 wells could be 

expected to be drilled over the following 15 years (1993-2008).  Of those 30, approximately 12 would be 

production wells and 18 exploration.  As of 2012, 4 years beyond the 15 years projected in the RFDS, 

there were approximately 13 exploration wells drilled within the Manti Division North analysis area, 3 of 

which became production wells (Appx. 1).  These numbers are well below the projections made in the 

RFDS for the Manti Division North.     

 

Presence of locatable mineral mining claims  

North Zone 

Active unpatented claims 

The Birdseye Marble Quarry consists of two claims on the northwest corner of the forest (BLM LR200 

database). The limestone has been used as decorative facing stone on buildings. 

 

Closed unpatented claims 

Numerous unpatented lode and placer mining claims covering much of the North Zone have been filed 

since mineral exploration in the area began in the late 1800s.  The mineral of interest is unknown, but 

may have been gold as the filing dates tend to correlate with spikes in the price of gold which occurred 
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during the early 1970s when the U.S. went off of the gold standard, and then again in the late 1970s and 

late 1980s.  Many companies or individuals claimed large tracts of land simply to hold for future 

exploration, resulting in tens of thousands of claims filed on unmineralized land that was never exploited.  

There are currently no active unpatented mining claims on the North Zone with the last expiring in 2014 

(BLM LR2000 database).         

 

Patented claims 

There are two patented locatable mineral mining claims located in the northern extent of the forest in Oil 

Hollow, comprising 39.84 acres that were patented in 1897 (BLM general land office records database).  

The claims are within the Green River Formation and in a topographic feature named Oil Hollow.  The 

Mineral Leasing Act was not enacted until 1920 so a patented lode claim was issued rather than a 

mineral lease.  The Utah Mineral Occurrence System database lists the deposit as the Oil Hollow 

Prospect.  The deposit size is described as small with no reported production.  The ore is described as 

bitumen (tar sand deposit) and the status is listed as inactive.     

 

South Zone 

Abajo Mountains 

Gold mining history 

Gold was discovered in the Abajo Mountains (Blue Mountain District) in 1893 as small placer deposits 

along Johnson Creek.  The “Johnson Creek placer boom” only lasted the few months it took to exhaust 

the deposits (Witkind, 1964).  Later, placer gold was also found along neighboring Recapture Creek 

(Butler et. al., 1920).    

The first source lode deposit for the placer was also located in 1893, as represented by seven claims at 

the head of Johnson Creek called the Dream Mine (Gregory, 1938).  The Dream Mine was developed by 

two shafts and over 2000 feet of tunnels on three levels.  Multiple owners over several years invested a 

combined total of over $45,000, including building roads and a stamp mill.  However, the mine remained 

unprofitable and each owner failing in turn.  The Gold Queen Mine owners expended approximately 

$80,000 over a six year period from 1897 to 1903 (Gregory, 1938).  The Gold Queen Mine was reopened 

for a short time in 1923 with only minor gold production reported (Witkind, 1964).  All other mines in the 

Abajo Mountains likewise failed without recovering operating expenses.   Witkind stated in 1964 that only 

the locations for three mines could be identified; the Gold Queen Mine, the Danish Girl Mine and the Blue 

Bird Mine. 

Active unpatented gold claims  

Currently, there are two active lode gold and two placer gold unpatented mining claims on the forest in 

the Abajo Mountains (Table 8) (Appx. 6).  The lode gold claims consist of the historic Duckett and Dream 

mines with the current claim holders’ initial fillings in 2015 and 2016 respectively.  The two placer gold 

claims consist of the Jade Creek claim located on Johnson Creek and the Last Chance claim located on 

Recapture Creek also recently filed in 2016.         

Uranium mining history 

In the Abajo Mountains, extensive uranium exploration was initiated in 1944 by Union Mines Corporation 

with several small deposits identified by 1945 (Witkind, 1964).  In 1948, a new uranium/vanadium buying 

program was instituted by the newly formed U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). This program 

served to intensify the exploration effort for new uranium/vanadium deposits in the Abajo Mountains and 

elsewhere. However, only scattered, small, low-grade deposits were located. These deposits are 

clustered in six areas; at Shay Mountain, the Lakes Claim, Robertson Pasture, The sunshine Mining 

Claim, in Harts Draw, and along Shay Road (Witkind, 1964). 
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The largest historic uranium producing area in the Abajo Mountains is in the Elk Ridge area (Lewis and 

Campbell, 1965).  Prior to 1953, several hundred tons of uranium ore was produced from two early 

mines.  In 1953, the AEC began an extensive exploration drilling program, while the Geological Survey 

began mapping the Elk Ridge area.  The drilling discovered an ore body on South Elk Ridge in 1954, with 

follow-on drilling by private companies identifying several more. Approximately 50,000 tons of ore was 

produced from the area by the close of 1956. The ore bodies range in size from a few tons to greater than 

15,000 tons. The uranium deposits in Utah generally contain high vanadium values (Lewis and Campbell, 

1965).  Vanadium associated with uranium complicates milling, thereby increasing costs.  However, the 

Elk Ridge deposits contain very low vanadium values (Lewis and Campbell, 1965), thereby lowering 

milling process.          

Active unpatented uranium claims 

Currently, there are 80 active unpatented uranium mining claims on the forest in the Abajo Mountains 

(Table 8).  The claims are clustered in five locations on the forest (Appx. 6).  The majority of the claims 

are held by Energy Fuels Resources (EFR), which also has a mill (White Mesa Mill) and other off forest 

mines located nearby.  The mill and off forest mine operations are currently permitted and licensed, but 

are maintained in standby condition, while awaiting favorable market conditions prior to resuming 

operations. The claims on the forest would take significant time and financial investment in order to 

become operational, including permitting and licensing.                  

Table 8. Distribution and extent of active unpatented mining claims in the South Zone.  

 Uranium 

(claims) 

Uranium 

(acres) 

Gold lode 

(claims)  

Gold lode 

 (acres) 

Gold placer 

(claims) 

Gold placer 

(acres) 

Abajo 80 1653 2 41 2 40 

La Sal 182 3760 57 1177 3 340 

  

Patented mining claims 

The Gold Queen Mine is the only patented mining claim in the Abajo Mountains. The mine was located in 

1897 and totals 32.21 acres and is located at T.34S.  R22E. sec. 11 (BLM general land office records 

database). The mine is located at the head of Cooley Gulch just below Forest Service road 087.  The 

mine has not been operated since 1923 (Witkind, 1964), with only small residual waste piles marking the 

location.   

 

La Sal Mountains 

Gold mining history 

Gold was discovered in the La Sal Mountains in 1888 at the High Ore claim on a ridge separating 

Bachelor and Miners basins (Hill, 1911).  Little mining took place until 1896-1897 when approximately 100 

tons of ore was processed in a mail built in Miners Basin. Mining ceased when insufficient gold was 

recovered to cover costs. Placer gold was first discovered on Wilson Mesa in 1907 (Hill, 1911). Later, 

placer gold was also found on nearby Bald Mesa as well as in Miners Basin and Placer Creek (Johnson, 

1973).  Intermittent production occurred on the mesa placers until 1948. The placer deposits consist of 

weathered glacial till, ranging in thickness from thin surface cover to in excess of 50 feet. The gold occurs 

as very fine flacks and wires displaying signs of minimal transport distance (Johnson, 1973).  Due to the 

fine nature of the gold and sparse distribution, it is estimated that early mining produced no more than 

$5,000 of gold combined from the lode and placer deposits (Hill, 1911).  Minor amounts of silver and 

copper were also recovered from the lode mines (Johnson, 1973).  

 

There are several small iron deposits, consisting of disseminated hematite and specular hematite, 

bounding the igneous intrusive rocks in and around Bachelor and Miners basins (Johnson, 1973).  These 

deposits are of poor quality, and are considered uneconomical for development.  
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Active unpatented gold claims 

There are currently 57 active unpatented lode gold and three placer gold claims on the forest in the La 

Sal Mountains (BLM LR2000 database) (Table 8).  The claims are all located within or immediately to the 

west of Bachelor and Miners basins (Appx. 7).  The majority of the claims date from 2008, however one 

(the Double Standard) dates back to 1896 and another (the Florance) to 1900. Others are from the 1930s 

(6), 1940s (1), and 1950s (7) (BLM LR2000 database).               

 

Uranium mining history 

Uranium ore (carnotite) was initially discovered in the Roc Creek area north of the Paradox Valley in 

Colorado in 1881 (Coffin, 1921), near the eastern boundary of the forest.  The primary elements 

contained in the carnotite ore (radium, uranium, and vanadium) were not identified until 1898/1899.  

Shortly after the turn of the century, it was found that radium reduced certain cancerous growths. This 

revelation drove the early exploration for and production of uranium ore. World War I increased the 

demand for carnotite ore for the vanadium, which was used in the manufacture of steel and radium for 

luminescent dials (Coffin, 1921).  Demand decreased between the wars, due to plentiful, cheap Belgian 

Congo ores (Carter and Gualtieri, 1965). Demand again in 1936 as World War II loomed. This was initially 

driven by the need for vanadium steel, and later, the Manhattan project.  The end of the war brought 

another decline in production until the initiation of the Korean War in 1950 (Carter and Gualtieri, 1965). 

The federal uranium programs initiated in the early 1950s are discussed above in the Abajo’s discussion.  

 

Active unpatented uranium claims 

Currently, there are 182 active unpatented uranium mining claims on the forest in the La Sal Mountains 

(Table 8) (Appx. 7).  The majority are held by three entities; Anfield Holding Corporation (AHC), EFR and 

a private individual. The claims held by AHC have all been put in place since 2013. AHC owns the 

Shootaring Canyon uranium mill located 48 miles south of Hanksville, Utah, which is currently permitted 

and licensed, and on standby. EFR owns the White Mesa Mill (discussed above).  Energy Fuels 

Corporation owns the La Sal Mines Complex on the southern boundary of the forest.  

 

Patented gold mining claims  

There are eight patented gold mining claims in the La Sal Mountains (Table 9).  The claims, all patented 

in the early 1900s, are clustered below the western flank of Mount Waas in Bachelor and Miners Basins 

(Table 10).  None are currently known to be actively mining.   

 

Patented uranium/vanadium claims 

There are five uranium mining claims and one uranium mill site claim located near the outer boundaries of 

the forest (Table 11). The mill site was patented in 1944, while past operational history is unknown. EFR’s 

La Sal Mines Complex located on the southern edge of the forest, is currently undergoing the permitting 

application process for mining on the forest.     

 

Table 9.  South Zone patented mining claims by mineral of interest and associated total acreage.  

 Uranium 

(claims) 

Uranium 

(acres) 

Uranium mill 

sites  

Uranium mill 

site (acres) 

Gold lode 

(claims) 

Gold lode 

(acres) 

Abajo 0 0 0 0 1 32.21 

La Sal 5 275.91 1 4.98 8 270.74 
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Table 10.  La Sal patented gold mining claim patent dates and acreages.   

Claim Name Patent Date Acreage Location 

Sunrise 5/03/1904 20.62 T.26S.  R.24E.  sec. 14 

Banner, J.H.L, Strawberry 5/03/1904 42.15 T.26S.  R.24E.  sec. 10, 14 & 15 

Golden Scepter, Skylark 5/03/1904 38.42 T.26S.  R.24E.  sec. 14 & 15 

Emma T., Katie D., Lillie 

B. 

1/16/1902 76.02 T.26S.  R.24E.  sec. 23, 24 & 25 

Uncle Sam Lode 2/27/1911 14.12 T.26S.  R.24E.  sec. 14 

Iron Chief Lode 2/27/1911 19.84 T.26S.  R.24E.  sec. 10, 11 & 14 

Blue Bird Lode 2/27/1911 16.33 T.26S.  R.24E.  sec. 14 

Jwb Lode 12/13/1909 43.24 T.26S.  R.24E.  sec. 14 

 

 

Table 11.  La Sal patented uranium claim patent dates, acreages, and location descriptions.  

Claim Name Patent Date Acreage Location  State 

Canary Lode 4/18/1917 20.66 T.27S.  R.24E.  sec. 19  UT 

Jim Wade Lode 2/01/1917 39.31 T.27S.  R.23E.  sec. 14 UT 

Princess 1 Lode 7/27/1908 175.63 T.49N. R.19W. sec. 7   

T.49N.  R.20W.  sec. 1 & 12  

CO 

Polar King Lode 2/20/1930 20.24 T.25S.  R.25E.  sec. 2 & 11 UT 

Polar no. 3 Lode 2/20/1930 20.07 T.25S.  R.25E.  sec. 3 & 10 UT 

Edna Mill Site 8/03/1944 4.98 T.25S.  R.25E.  sec. 2 UT 

 

San Pitch Mountains 

Mining history 

All of the past recorded unpatented mineral mining claims have been located in the southwestern quarter 

of the forest located within the San Pitch Mountains. While many of these claims were located for gypsum 

deposits, the original claim mineral of interest for others is unknown.  

  

Active unpatented claims 

Sunroc Corporation currently operates two gypsum mines that are partially on the forest; Chicken Creek 

(5 claims) and New Henry (3 claims).  An additional four active claims are held by Juab Gypsum LLC.   

 

Patented claims 

There are no patented claims on the forest in the San Pitch Mountains.   

    

         

Other minerals permits.  

There are no current Special-Use Permits or Free-Use Permits for Salable Minerals on the North or South 

Zones.   

 

Impacts on ecological integrity and species diversity.  

Federal statutes and regulations have been implemented to protect environmental resources on the 

Forest.  Federal regulations under 43 CFR Part 3400 – Coal Management make provisions for the 

Surface Management Agency under §3400.3-1 (Consent or conditions of surface management agency) 

to consent to leasing and to prescribe conditions to ensure the use and protection of the lands for the 

primary purpose for which they were acquired or are being administered.  Also at 43 CFR Part 3460 – 

Environment under §3461.5 (Criteria for assessing lands unsuitable for all or certain stipulated methods 
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of coal mining) there are 20 criteria that restrict coal leasing on certain lands for the protection of surface 

resources and federally protected species.    

 

Federal regulations pertaining to protection of surface resources (including wildlife) are found under 36 

CFR part 228 – Minerals, Subpart A for Locatable Minerals, Subpart C for Mineral Materials, and Subpart 

E for Oil and Gas Resources. The regulations prescribe the Forest Service to review and approve Plans 

of Operation and Surface Use Plans of Operation, to prepare environmental statements in assessing the 

adequacy of those plans to protect and minimize adverse impacts to environmental resources, and to 

determine bond amounts to ensure the reclamation of disturbed Forest lands.   

Trends 

Describe stressors 

Exploration, discovery, and development of energy and mineral resources are controlled by global factors 

such as supply and demand of specific commodities, speculation in the commodities market, domestic 

and global economic growth, war, access to known resources throughout the world, environmental 

regulations, and financial incentives.  These factors affect market conditions that ultimately determine the 

level of exploration for and production of natural resource commodities.  

 

Identify projections of renewable energy activity. 

Utah’s identified renewable energy zones (solar, wind, and geothermal) total approximately 13,262 

square miles and an estimated 837 gigawatts of electrical generating capacity (Berry et al, 2009).  

Significant quantities of these three resources are found co-located in southwest Utah, far removed from 

the Forest boundary.  

Only two small areas on the west side of the Abajo Mountains, within the Forest boundary, have been 

designated as having potential for solar resource development (Black & Veatch, 2010).   

One small area on the north end of the Ferron/Price Ranger District was identified as having potential for 

wind generated power (Berry et al, 2009) (Appx. 8).  The site is rated as having a medium level of 

confidence for future development. 

A large area with wind power generating potential lies to the east of the Abajo Mountains. This area is 

largely outside of the forest boundary, with only a small area of encroachment onto the northeast corner 

of the forest (Appx. 9). The area is rated as having a high level of confidence for future development.      

Several geothermal boreholes have been drilled within the Forest boundary, and others in close proximity 

to it on all three Ranger Districts. The temperatures recorded at two thermal springs and one thermal well 

west of Huntington, Utah, did not indicate the presence of significant geothermal activity (Blackett, 

February 2004; Blackett, September 2009, Open-File Report 431 (Map)); (UGS, 2004, Open-File Report 

431 DM (Map)).  The geothermal gradient recorded at the sites were consistent with the average 

geothermal gradient for the United States, 25°C/km ≤ Geothermal Grad. < 45°C/km.  There is low 

potential for development of geothermal resources within the Forest.    

                        
There are no hydroelectric power generating stations on the Forest and no references were found 
regarding their future development on the Forest.   
 
In addition to the EIA preparing global future energy production and consumption projections to the year 
2040 in their International Energy Outlook 2016 (IEO2016) for Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development members (OECD) and nonmembers (non-OECD), it has also prepared a separate 
report, the Annual Energy Outlook 2016 (AEO2016), which focuses on the factors expected to shape U.S. 
energy markets through 2040. Some of those forecasts are presented in the following figures. 
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Figure 7, below, illustrates the additions to electrical generation capacity, by fuel type, for the years 2000 
to 2040 under the Reference case.  Renewable technology additions account for 63% of the total.  The 
renewable energy additions consist primarily of wind and solar technologies (EIA AEO2016).   
 
Figure 8 shows that even under the No Clean Power Plan case, most new electricity generation capacity 
comes from natural gas and renewables.  Coal fired capacity declines from 284 GW in 2015 to 215 GW in 
2040, with much of that capacity retired by 2025.  From 2016 to 2040 renewable energy additions total 
236 GW with most coming from solar (178 GW) and wind (52 GW).   
 
Figure 9 shows that renewable energy capacity additions are dominated by wind and solar photovoltaics 
under both the Reference case and No Clean Power Plan case.  In the Reference case wind and solar 
electricity generation capacity adds more than 294 GW from 2016 to 2040 and accounts for 80% of total 
renewables capacity in 2040.        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Additions to Electricity Generation Capacity in the Reference Case, 2000-2040.  
U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2016. 
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Figure 8. Cumulative Additions to Electricity Generation Capacity in the No CPP case by Period.  
U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2016. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure . Wind and Solar Electricity Generation Capacity Additions in All Sectors by Energy Source in Two Cases, by 
Period.  
U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2016. 
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Figure 10 shows that even though renewable energy sources make up most of the new additions to 
electricity generation from 2000 to 2040 under both the Reference case and the Extended Policies Case, 
coal, natural gas, and oil continue to provide the majority of the generating capacity.  The Extended 
Policies case assumes that the value of the tax credits promoting renewable electricity generation 
sources as of 2016 is extended through 2040 and that the stringency under the Clean Power Plan 
increases from 2030 to 2040.  The Extended Policies case includes selected policies that go beyond 
current laws and regulations (EIA AEO2016).  Also, as shown in Figure 7, above, fossil fuel liquids and 
natural gas are projected to continue to supply most of the overall energy generation out to at least 2040.   
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Electricity Generation by Fuel in the Reference and Extended Policies Cases, 2000-2040.  
U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2016 
 
 

Potential to provide renewable energy and trends affecting renewable energy activity.   

Low potential within the Forest boundary to provide renewable energy (Berry et al, 2009; Black & Veatch, 

2010; Blackett, February 2004; Blackett, September 2009, Open-File Report 431 (Map); UGS, 2004, 

Open-File Report 431 DM (Map)).    

 

Potential for new energy transmission corridors.   

There is potential for construction of new electrical transmission lines across the North Zone for 

renewable energy developments (Black & Veatch, 2010) if those developments occur.   

 

Identify the potential for occurrence of leasable minerals, locatable minerals, non-energy 

leasable minerals, geothermal energy resources, salable minerals. 

Occurrence Potential 

Leasable Minerals – Coal, oil & gas are known to be present in economically recoverable deposits; there 

is a high occurrence potential. Deeper oil and gas resources may be discovered.  Coal is slowly being 

depleted but several decades of recoverable reserves are present.   
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Locatable Minerals –  

Gypsum is present and is being actively mined; there are additional known resources on the Sanpete 

Ranger District.  

 

Uranium is present – mining is presently on hold; high potential for future development.   

 

Precious and base metals – Present in grades and quantities that are non-economical for development; 

low development potential.     

 

Non-energy Leasable Minerals – Potash is present in the Paradox Basin, mainly in the form of sylvite 

(KCl).  There is a high potential for occurrence and development of potash deposits on the south side of 

the La Sal Mountains within the Forest boundary.          

 

Geothermal Energy Resources – No indications of geothermal resource development potential on the    

Forest. 

 

Salable Minerals – Many sources.  High occurrence and development potential.      

 

Potential and trends of nonrenewable energy and mineral activity or foreseeable 

development (oil/gas).  

There is high potential for development of oil and gas resources of known reservoirs within the Forest 

once a new O&G Analysis is adopted.  In the IEO2016 report (EIA, 2016), non-OECD regions account for 

essentially all the growth in liquid fuels consumption in the Reference case (Figure 11). In particular, non-

OECD Asia and the Middle East account for about 75% of the world increase in liquids consumption from 

2012 to 2040, with Africa and the non-OECD Americas each accounting for about 10% of the world 

increase. Economic expansion among the non-OECD regions drives the increase in demand for liquid 

fuels, as strong growth in income per capita results in increased demand for personal and freight 

transportation, as well as demand for energy in the industrial sector (EIA, 2016).  These factors may 

further push exploration and production of oil and natural gas resources on the Forest; however, both 

exploration and production rates would be partly dependent on whether new reservoir discoveries within 

the Forest were lithologically and structurelly able to supply an increased demand.    
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Figure 11. OECD and non-OECD Petroleum and Other Liquid Fuel Consumption, 1990 – 2040 

U.S. Energy Information Administration 

 

Impacts of renewable energy on ecological integrity and species diversity.  

The degree of impacts depends on the extent and type of development that occurs, however the Forest is 

rated as having low development potential for renewable energy resources.   

 

 

Contribution to social/economic sustainability (including taxes, royalties, fees).  

Data Gaps 

Oil and gas GIS shape files do not reflect UDOGM oil and gas online database.  

Unpatented mining claims may change from the time this report has been written to the time claims are 

reviewed again 

The BLM letter stating the decision to cease using the Forest oil and gas analysis 

Current existing oil and gas leases on the forest are not current in the GIS capture data 

Need to capture wind potential GIS data in snapshot 
https://gis.utah.gov/data/energy/renewable-energy/ 
 

Colorado oil and gas data needed for La Sal district 

 

 

 

https://gis.utah.gov/data/energy/renewable-energy/
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